Welcome to the EMPATHY NEWSLETTER for Basicozbizinfo!
EMPATHY gives you an insight into the latest that is happening from the
Basicozbizinfo social networks.
GOT SOME SPARE CHANGE?
Please donate to the Charity of The UPDATE. (Page 2)
AMAZING FOLLOWERS
Since last update Basicozbizinfo has met and engaged with some amazing followers,
one amazing follower is Eco925 who makes environmentally friendly jewelry, check
out the amazing Black Nautilus Shell Pendant Click Here. When we embark upon our
empathy in business journey were we need to make a difference and do something
extraordinary, Biz Olly can really help you and be your guide, check out “How to
Write Good” tweet Click Here. Check out some other amazing followers in the
Basicozbizinfo E Tweeters and awesome Empathy shares and pluses on Google Plus.
EMPATHY TV
What is the difference between Acceptance and Surrender. Listen in on Oprah and
Marl Nepo discuss the difference and how to face your life challenge, Mark’s was
Cancer. Hear the Amazing interview of a holocaust survivor who made a bet for a
quart of strawberries with whipped cream payable at the end of the war with her
friend as to when the war would end and then see a current holocaust for families of
the West Bank having their homes demolished, video provided by Amnesty
International. Also by Amnesty is a video of a Greek Farmers lesson in kindness. If
you have a video you would like to add simply click on the YouTube icon below and
subscribe.

CHARITY OF THE UPDATE

Please donate to the Basicozbizinfo Charity of the update.
https://www.kidzwishfoundation.org.au/

QUOTE OF THE UPDATE – For more quotes visit
http://basicozbizinfo.ws/faq Click on Brainy Quote!

BE INSPIRED BY THIS UPDATE’S EMPATHY Story by
followers of Basicozbizinfo
“IF”
If they say pain and loss produce character,
Then mine should be beyond reproach by now
But, it is not
However, it is so much more than it was
Before incredible loss and limitation invaded my life so young
There are many days just shooting for midnight is the best I can
Manage
Never mind this “twenty-four hours” business,
Today, I must take it one second at a time
It is only mid-afternoon and I am already exhausted and drained
Allowing myself the luxury of this; I settle into exploration
What can I do with a half-broken body?
When loss overwhelms, our truest self emerges

Learning to embrace this self has taken everything I have
And all that I alone could not provide
It appears that God, or whatever you wish to call it, has limited
my bodily
Functions
So that my mind and heart might be explored and tapped into
Perhaps you also feel overwhelmed right now
Beset by physical, financial and emotional worries that you never
had before
Concerns that seem to suffocate productivity, rational and hope
Now, more than ever, is the time to sit back, take stock of the
situation
Realize what can and cannot be altered, and
Start with your attitude; which will never be beyond the reach of
Amendment
Concentrate on what you are still capable of, or might be
Explore the possibilities of what gifts may have emerged as a
result of
Your constraints
Faith is born in struggle, and struggle indicates growth
When our bodies slow down and we are not lost in a frenzy of
activity
Which suggests purpose
We discover other assets; and this truest self, with all of its’ gifts
The hardest journey of all it to embrace yourself; whatever your
condition
Only you can do it – and everything depends upon it
Broken, disfigured or no longer comparable to whatever you
were before
Before the war, accident, diagnosis or loss
Which has left you with more than you might believe at the
moment
Create something new!
The spirit is never totally broken

We are all under repair and undergoing tremendous changes all
the time
My road to recovery will always be under construction
Put your constraints behind you and surrender to this new person
remaining
Submit to the possibilities this new person affords
My “limitations” have made me a stronger woman than I might
have
Been otherwise
Resiliency, courage and enduring faith are never found in the
Best of health and circumstance.
Copyright © 2014 – Elaine M. Mullen
“Parnassus – A Collection of Unusual Poetry” – Xlibris
Publishing Corporation
“GreenOgress”/Twitter – Top Contributor: www.scriggler.com
Let Elaine know how inspiring you found her EMPATHY
STORY. Click here

THIS UPDATE’s WINNER IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY

http://wdgpradio.com/
Every update I will select a submitted website that contributes to the
Basicozbizinfo catalogues and/or their website is an innovative/unique
business opportunity, the winner’s voucher will be uploaded to
http://basicozbizinfo.ws/viewcatalogue The voucher entitles them to 2 FREE
Banner Ads with UPGRADE and is valid for one month. The winner will also
be announced on Diana Broomfield’s talk show. For more information simply
visit http://wdgpradio.com/
THIS UPDATE WINNER IS – David Waters you can find him in the
OPPORTUNITY catalogue/Make It Happen category, along with other great
inspirational links, click http://basicozbizinfo.ws/viewcatalogue
Till next update, if you have any suggestions for the newsletter, please send an
email to empathy@basicozbizinfo.ws .
☺
Liam - Editor of Basicozbizinfo - empathy@basicozbizinfo.ws

Give your website greater marketing power, UPGRADE NOW
before next update. New Bonus!
http://basicozbizinfo.ws/UPGRADENOW

